You spoke. We listened. Our round post Legato glass railing components, including posts and glass mounts, are:

- Now **IN STOCK**
- Ready to ship
- Affordably priced

Legato in-stock parts mean lesser lead times for you, helping to get the job done on time. Now available in the online Wagner shop.
The Legato system is simple, quick, and affordable, offering a plug and play product selection with interchangeable components. Prompt shipping within 48 hours ensures short lead times to meet your deadlines. We now offer affordable pricing for the Wagner quality you know and trust.

- Order complete stock kits* or individual posts
- Select from a range of glass fittings and clips to match the preferred aesthetic
- Standard 42” post height suits most needs
- 316 satin-finished stainless steel provides a sophisticated look to any space

*Kits include post, base plate, base flange, top saddle, pre-drilled and tapped holes and glass fittings and mounting hardware.

**FOR MORE INFORMATION:**
Call 888-243-6914 or email info@mailwagner.com

**BUY ONLINE:**
wagnerarchitectural.com/railings/glass-railings/post-mount-system
ARCHITECTURAL GLASS SYSTEMS
EXPLORE THE POSSIBILITIES

Welcome to the evolution of glass railing life safety systems. Our high-performance glass railing systems combine the leading innovations in durability and ease of installation with aesthetically pleasing code-compliant designs suitable to a wide range of interior and exterior applications.

Architects, engineers and project managers rely on us for our expertise in building codes and ADA standards to deliver complete glass railing safety systems and installation packages with the fit, finish and performance to complete any space.

TO LEARN MORE about working with Wagner Architectural Systems, or to discuss your glass railing system project, visit us at wagnerarchitectural.com, or call us at 888.243.6914.
THE LEGATO™ COLLECTION

Legato is an innovative glass railing system designed for durability and easy installation. It combines simplicity, precision and style with a wide range of high quality and attractive design options to enhance any project.

PANELGRIP®

The next generation of our pioneering dry-glaze panel grip system, this unique lightweight design is easier and faster to install and saves money over other standard dry glaze options. PanelGrip is the clear choice for your next structural glass railing system.
THE LEGATO™ RAILING OPTION

Use for guard, stair or ramp applications, the Legato Railing Option supports a wide range of glass thicknesses. Choose the look you want from our assortment of post shapes and glass mounting designs, offering surface, embedded and fascia post mounting options with mid, end and corner post configurations.

SIMPLICITY
Mechanical assembly requires no special tools or training with minimal glass preparation to save you time and money.

PRECISION
Exacting specifications and simplified ordering make it easy to get the right code-compliant system delivered with all the necessary components.

STYLE
Metal railings made from durable, corrosion resistant 316 stainless steel and a glass infill system provide great sightlines, are low maintenance and offer exceptional outdoor performance.
The Legato Railing Collection is a high quality, easily specified and installed glass railing solution that is ideal for a wide range of projects. Its sleek, clean lines and glass infill system provide a sophisticated and modern appearance that qualifies for LEED Credits and enhances the overall look and feel of any space.

MOUNTING OPTIONS

- Single Flat Arm
- Single Point Spider
- Double Flat Arm
- Square Glass Clip
- Round Glass Clip

* When properly specified and installed, the Legato Railing Systems comply with current IBC2015 and U.S. structural building codes, and load requirements.
PanelGrip®
THE CLEAR CHOICE

PanelGrip is an aesthetically pleasing and cost effective dry-glaze glass railing system. Lighter weight and easier to install than its predecessor, this represents the next generation of our pioneering work in dry-glaze structural glass railing technology.

The innovative extruded aluminum shoe-base moulding qualifies for LEED Credits and the no-post system design provides maximum light transparency. With PanelGrip, you can preserve indoor sightlines and create a brighter and more appealing visual environment.

Perfect for guard, stair, ramp and balcony applications, fittings and accessories come in a range of options to enhance the aesthetic quality of any indoor space. Plus, you can paint or clad the base moulding to match existing décor for complete design flexibility.

PATENTS & TESTING
PanelGrip base shoe and mechanism are sold as a system and are subject to one or more of these patents: US7730682, US8181405, NZ581456, CA2697162, EP2171180, AU2008282693

PanelGrip has been successfully tested to the following:

• Florida Building Code (2014) TAS 202 and TAS 201
• Florida Building Code section 1618.4.6.1
• California Building Code (2013), sections 1607.8.1, 1607.8.1.1 and 1607.8.1.2

*When properly specified and installed, the PanelGrip complies with current IBC2015 and U.S. structural building codes, and load requirements.
**SIMPlicity**
Intuitive mechanical assembly requires no special tools and no messy fillers, and single person installation saves time and money.

**Style**
Customize the look of any space with a wide range of top rails, handrails and accessories built to accommodate the broadest grip-range of any dry glaze system (1/2” - 3/4” or 12-21.5mm), or select a counterbored or fascia configuration to complete the look you want.

**Quality**
We manufacture each component to the highest standards of precision to ensure code compliance* and safety with every system we deliver.
FASTER INSTALL TIME THAN LEADING BRANDS

Our Level Lock™ system is installed in a third of the time of the leading systems.
**LEVEL LOCK™**

**GLASS SHOE RAILING SYSTEMS**

**FAST. EASY. BEAUTIFUL.**

**LET THE LIGHT IN**

Level Lock™ technology allows for adjustability and ease of glass alignment.

70% faster install time*

Other leading dry glaze shoe moulding railing systems can take up to 3x the time to install.

Who has time for that?

Clean sightlines achieved with this post-less system and concealed fixings.

The Level Lock™ system is fast, easy and beautiful, allowing you to let the light in. Installers love this system as it features unparalleled adjustability and the Wagner quality you know and trust.

- Sold in complete install packs of 10ft
- Cladding options of aluminum, stainless or black anodized!
- Install packs include:
  - Holes for top fix fab
  - 2 Rubber gaskets
  - Aluminum cladding
  - 9 Mechanisms
  - 2 End Caps
  - 4 Joining Pins
  - 10 Washers

**FOR MORE INFORMATION:**
Call 888-243-6914 or email info@mailwagner.com

**BUY ONLINE:**
wagnerarchitectural.com/level-lock-base-shoe-moulding

---

**COMPONENTS**

- 180° Stiffener
- Center Concealed Spigot
- Center Concealed Spigot
- Stand Off Pin w/ Thread
- Level Lock Center Concealed Spigot
- Level Lock Shoe Moulding
- Level Lock Shoe Moulding
- Level Lock Dry Mount
- Cladding

---

*Faster than installation time of other dry glaze shoe moulding handrailing*
Prior to using any railing products, it is incumbent on designers, fabricators and installers to make themselves familiar with the local codes and standards that apply to their applications.

We’re here to offer the guidance, support and information you need to properly specify a code-compliant life safety system. We have been active in the world of codes and standards for more than 40 years, and we’ve been providing railing products for over 60 years.

ASK US! We’ll help you avoid costly delays by specifying and installing the right products and systems that meet the demands of your local authority having jurisdiction (AHJ).

TO LEARN MORE ABOUT OUR COLLABORATIVE DESIGN APPROACH AND INCORPORATING OUR SAFE, RELIABLE AND HIGH-PERFORMING LIFE SAFETY PRODUCTS INTO YOUR NEXT PROJECT, VISIT WAGNERARCHITECTURAL.COM OR CALL US AT 888.243.6914.